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Macondo Well



Low Circulation Pressure: Post-Conversion Conversation

April 27, 2010

Bly Team Brian Morel Interview Note



Bladder Effect Is Not an Explanation for 1,400 psi

“The investigation team could find no evidence that this pressure
effect exists.” 

BP Deepwater Horizon Accident Report, p. 40

“[H]ave you ever heard of a concept that we have heard of in these 
hearings called the bladder effect? No, sir.” 

Testimony of Daun Winslow, Transocean General Manager of Gulf of Mexico, MBI Hearing, 8/24 AM Tr. 246

“Have you ever heard of something called a ‘bladder effect’? Not before 
this happened.” 

Testimony of Ronnie Sepulvado, BP Well Site Leader, MBI Hearing, 7/20 AM Tr. 150

None of the witnesses or experts we spoke with had ever heard of 
the bladder effect



Bladder Effect?

Testimony of Lee Lambert, BP Well-Site Leader Trainee, USCG 7/20 PM Tr. 153

Q.  First, I guess I should ask you do 

you recall there being a discussion about

the bladder effect?

A.  I do, yes.

Q.  What was Mr. Anderson saying about 

the bladder effect?  Can you tell us?

A.  That the mud and the riser would 

push on the annular and transmit pressure

downhole, which would, in turn, be seen on your

drill pipe.

Q.  Did anyone say anything or 

disagree with Mr. Anderson’s explanation?

A.  I don’t recall anybody disagreeing 

or agreeing with his explanation.



Irregularity of Setting Cement Plug So Low

Testimony of Ross Skidmore, BP Contract Vendor, MBI Hearing 7/20 PM Tr. 60

Testimony of Leo Lindner, MI-Swaco Mud Engineer, MBI Hearing 7/19 PM Tr. 86

Testimony of John Guide, BP Wells Team Leader, MBI Hearing 7/22 PM Tr. 124

Q. But it was somewhere around 8300, right?
A. Yes, yes.
Q. A lot deeper than you had probably seen before, right?
A. Yes.

Q. You testified earlier that one of the unusual aspects of the 
displacement here was down to 83 –

A. 67, that’s true.  Usually it’s 300 feet below the mud line, and 8367 is 
much further down than usual. 

Q. Well, the additional pressure, give the depth of this well, the 
displacement of mud with water in a volume much greater than is 
standard, is normal?

A. We were going to do a displacement at roughly 8,300 feet.  It was a 
little bit – well, it was deeper than normal. 
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Float Collar Conversion Assumed



Negative-Pressure Test at Macondo
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Time Event

BOP 
open –
cement 
is only 
barrier

20:02 Negative-pressure test over, begin to remove heavy mud and replace it with lighter seawater

21:01 − 21:08 Anomalous drill pipe pressure: subtle increase while displacing heavy fluid with lighter fluid

20:52 BP report calculates well underbalanced

21:08 − 21:14 Anomalous drill pipe pressure: increase while pumps off

21:38 BP report calculates hydrocarbons in riser

21:40 Mud begins to overflow on rig floor

21:41 Annular preventer activated, BP report calculates 1,000 bbl gain

21:42 Nearby ship told to move

21:46 Gas emerges onto drill floor

21:49 First explosion, power lost, BP report calculates 2,000 bbl gain

Last Two Hours: Explosion at 21:49 (9:49 PM)

Yesterday:
~ 21:31 to 21:40,

TO crew sees 
anomaly

Yesterday TO: 
Mud came up



Situation at Time of Cement Job – April 19, 2010

Difficult drilling conditions

Serious lost returns in the zone to be cemented

Forced to stop drilling earlier than planned

Difficulty converting float equipment

Low circulating pressure after conversion

No bottoms up circulation

Cement jobs are known to occasionally need further work

Cement modeling perceived as unreliable by BP

Complicated cement job

Low rate of cement flow

Low cement volume

Uncertain centralization

No direct indicators of cementing success and no cement evaluation log



Last-Minute Decision Not to Use Additional Six Centralizers

April 16, 2010

April 16, 2010

*   *   *



Missed Opportunity for Risk Assessment

BP Deepwater Horizon Accident Investigation Report p. 36

A formal risk assessment might have enabled the 
BP Macondo well team to identify further 
mitigation options to address risks such as the 
possibility of channeling; this may have included 
the running of a cement evaluation log.

September 8, 2010
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Actions Upon Taking a Kick



Transocean Well Control Handbook 



Sperry-Sun Data Turned Sideways
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Lines of Authority

BP Deepwater Horizon Accident Investigation Report p. 77

Communication between BP and Halliburton personnel 
involved in the cement job was not effective in relation to the 
challenges and associated risks with the slurry design 
(i.e., stability of the foamed cement) and placement.

*     *     *

The investigation team had no information as to the extent, if 
any, that Halliburton supervised or provided technical 
support to the Halliburton in-house cementing engineer on 
the Macondo well job. The investigation team was also 
unaware of any direct engagement between Halliburton 
supervisory personnel and the BP Macondo well team 
regarding the design of the Macondo well job.

September 8, 2010
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Preliminary Conclusions – Technical

Flow path was exclusively through shoe track and up through casing.

Cement (potentially contaminated or displaced by other materials) in shoe track and 
in some portion of annular space failed to isolate hydrocarbons.

Pre-job laboratory data should have prompted redesign of cement slurry. 

Cement evaluation tools might have identified cementing failure, but most operators 
would not have run tools at that time.  They would have relied on the negative 
pressure test. 

Negative pressure test repeatedly showed that primary cement job had not isolated 
hydrocarbons.

Despite those results, BP and TO personnel treated negative pressure test as a 
complete success.

BP’s temporary abandonment procedures introduced additional risk.



Preliminary Conclusions – Technical

Number of simultaneous activities and nature of flow monitoring equipment made 
kick detection more difficult during riser displacement.

Nevertheless, kick indications were clear enough that if observed would have allowed 
the rig crew to have responded earlier.

Once the rig crew recognized the influx, there were several options that might have 
prevented or delayed the explosion and/or shut in the well.  

Diverting overboard might have prevented or delayed the explosion. Triggering the 
EDS prior to the explosion might have shut in the well and limited the impact of any 
explosion and/or the blowout.

Technical conclusions regarding BOP should await results of forensic BOP examination 
and testing.  

No evidence at this time to suggest that there was a conscious decision to sacrifice 
safety concerns to save money. 




